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The Appellate Division, First Department's decision in Scott v. Westmore Fuel, —A.D.—, 2012 N.Y. Slip Op. 5698 (1st 
Dept. June 12, 2012), raises alarm bells that the aberrational line of cases starting with the Second Department's 
decision in Construction by Singletree v. Lowe, 55 A.D.3d 861 (2d Dept. 2008) (hereinafter Singletree)—previously 
confined to the Second Department and not universally followed even there—may be migrating to the First Department.

The Second Department in Singletree affirmed a trial court's refusal to consider a party's expert affidavit on a motion for 
summary judgment because the expert had not been identified until after filing of the note of issue. Until last month's 
Scott decision from the First Department, holding that "the court properly rejected the expert affidavit as inadmissible, 
given that…plaintiff did not disclose the expert until the filing of his affirmation in opposition, after the note of issue and 
certificate of readiness had been filed," id., the Singletree requirement that experts be identified before the filing of the 
note of issue had not been adopted in First Department cases, and on at least one occasion when the First Department 
had been asked to import Singletree it sidestepped the issue, Mauro v. Rosedale Enters., 60 A.D.3d 401 (1st Dept. 
2009).

Remarkably, in Scott, the First Department cites as authority for this holding only two Second Department cases, Colon 
v. Chelsea Piers Mgt., 50 A.D.3d 616 (2d Dept. 2008) and Safrin v. DST Russian & Turkish Bath, 16 A.D.3d 656 (2d 
Dept. 2005), and brushes off with a "cf." citation the recent, directly controlling First Department case, Baulieu v. 
Ardsley Assoc., 85 A.D.3d 554 (1st Dept. 2011), where the First Department implicitly rejected Singletree's approach:

[T]he expert affidavit should have been considered on the motion, notwithstanding that plaintiffs failed to timely disclose 
information about the expert before filing their note of issue. On this record, we find no evidence that plaintiffs' belated 
disclosure of the expert information was willful, or that it prejudiced Powerhouse…

Id., 85 A.D.3d at 555. This Scott decision also did not mention the earlier, longstanding line of First Department cases 
relied on by Baulieu such as Downes v. Am. Monument, 283 A.D.2d 256 (1st Dept. 2001), and Jefferson v. Temco 
Servs. Indus., 272 A.D.2d 196 (1st Dept. 2000).

Singletree—and now Scott—impose a procedural requirement that was not required by the CPLR, and, oddly, are not 
even consistently followed in either the First or the Second departments. This new rule increases costs and makes 
settlement more difficult as settlement numbers must be higher to accommodate the costs of experts who must be 
retained much earlier in the case than would otherwise be necessary.

The requirement imposed by Singletree and Scott that experts be named before filing a note of issue should be 
"repealed"—either by courts holding that later decisions (at least in the Second Department) have overruled it, or by the 
Legislature or the courts themselves adopting a rule governing the scheduling of expert information exchanges 3101
(d).1

Pursuant to CPLR 3101(d)(1)(i):
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Upon request, each party shall identify each person whom the party expects to call as an expert witness at trial…. 
However, where a party for good cause shown retains an expert an insufficient period of time before the 
commencement of trial to give appropriate notice thereof, the party shall not thereupon be precluded from introducing 
the expert's testimony at the trial solely on grounds of noncompliance with this paragraph. In that instance, upon motion 
of any party, made before or at trial, or on its own initiative, the court may make whatever order may be just…

CPLR 3101(d)(1)(i). The authors of 3101(d)(1)(i) left what is "an insufficient period of time before the commencement of 

trial" to the discretion of the trial judge.2

In addition, as the plain language of 3101(d)(1)(i) makes clear, a party who, for good cause, "retains an expert an 
insufficient period of time before the commencement of trial to give appropriate notice thereof…shall not thereupon be 
precluded from introducing the expert's testimony at the trial solely on grounds of noncompliance with this paragraph." 
In such a case, "the court may make whatever order may be just," CPLR 3101(d)(1)(i), including adjourning the trial. 
See Ocampo v. Pagan, 68 A.D.3d 1077, 1078 (2d Dept. 2009) (Absent showing of wrongdoing, it was error to preclude 
defendant's expert to avoid prejudicing the plaintiff rather than adjourning the trial to avoid prejudicing either party).

Singletree imposes its heaviest toll in the context of summary judgment motions. Summary judgment motions must be 
filed no later than 120 days (60 days by modified rule in some courts) after the filing of a note of issue. CPLR 3402(a); 
see Brill v. City of N.Y., 2 N.Y.3d 648, 653 (2004). The problem is that litigants do not know in advance whether their 
adversaries will move for summary judgment. If Singletree is followed, it means that a litigant cannot postpone retaining 
an expert until it must to oppose a summary judgment motion, if filed, or for trial if the case cannot be settled. If 
Singletree is followed, litigants must retain experts in all cases before filing a note of issue, or risk not being allowed to 
oppose an adversary's summary judgment motion with an expert affidavit.

The net result is odd indeed. The Singletree rule is that a litigant must provide expert exchange before filing the note of 
issue if his adversary will be moving for summary judgment, although the litigant has no way to know if this will occur. If 
his adversary does not move for summary judgment, the litigant can exchange expert information at any reasonable 
time before trial.

Parting Ways With 'Singletree'

Although Singletree has not been affirmatively overruled, a more recent line of Second Department cases has 
ostensibly not followed Singletree. These cases have not treated the filing of the note of issue as the watershed 
moment for determining timeliness of expert identification. They hold that because 3101(d)(1)(i) does not require a 
party to respond to a demand for expert witness information at any particular time or else face preclusion, a party 
should be allowed to submit an expert affidavit in opposition to a motion for summary judgment, "absent 'evidence of 
intentional or willful failure to disclose and a showing of prejudice by the opposing party.'" Browne v. Smith, 65 A.D.3d 

996, 997 (2d Dept. 2009),3 quoting Hernandez-Vega v. Zwanger-Pesiri Radiology Group, 39 A.D.3d 710, 710-11 (2d 
Dept. 2007); Giambrone v. Farha, 34 Misc. 3d 1203(A), 2011 N.Y. Slip Op. 52422(U), *5 nn.1, 2 (Sup. Ct. Kings Co. 
2011) (following Browne and refusing to reject plaintiff's experts' affidavits submitted in response to defense motion for 
summary judgment where experts were not identified until after motion was brought).

Instead of the binary approach of Singletree, other cases permit experts to be retained as trial approaches, and need 
not be retained in advance of filing a note of issue. Given that 3101(d)(1)(i) does not establish a finite cutoff for expert 
disclosure, that analysis must be, as set forth in Browne, that such affidavits are admissible "unless there is evidence of 
intentional or willful failure to disclose and a showing of prejudice by the opposing party." 65 A.D.3d at 997. Determining 
whether an expert affidavit is submitted "an insufficient period of time before the commencement of trial," 3101(d)(1)(i), 
requires the exercise of judicial discretion which is abandoned by the Singletree cases. After all, in a summary 
judgment motion context there is no prejudice at all if a party opposes a summary judgment motion with an expert 
affidavit, since the moving party can always submit a rebuttal expert affidavit in reply.

Gushlaw v. Roll, 290 A.D.2d 667 (3d Dept. 2002), illustrates the need for a court to exercise its discretion pursuant to 
3101(d)(1)(i) under the standard articulated in Browne, even in the face of a local rule setting an arbitrary deadline for 
expert identification. In Gushlaw, a dental malpractice case, a local court rule required parties to respond to a demand 
for expert disclosure before the filing of the note of issue. Following this rule, the court barred the defense from calling 
experts that had been identified six weeks before trial, well after filing of the note of issue. Noting the absence of 3101
(d)(1)(i) setting a deadline or directing Supreme Courts to issue local rules establishing a deadline, the Gushlaw court 
held that a less draconian sanction than preclusion was appropriate absent prejudice to the plaintiff or willfulness by the 
defendant.

The error of treating the filing of the note of issue as a cutoff for expert identification on summary judgment motions is 
highlighted by the different treatment a litigant receives when the expert testimony is offered at trial. Under the plain 
language of 3101(d)(1)(i), if a party demonstrates good cause for retaining an expert an insufficient period of time 
before the commencement of trial to give appropriate notice, "the party shall not thereupon be precluded from 
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introducing the expert's testimony at the trial solely on grounds of noncompliance[.] …In that instance, upon motion of 
any party, made before or at trial, or on its own initiative, the court may make whatever order may be just." 3101(d)(1)(i) 
(emphasis added). Absent willfulness and prejudice to the opposing party, that generally means postponing the trial, if 
necessary. See, e.g., Ocampo, 68 A.D.3d at 1078.

However, postponing trial is not always deemed necessary. In fact, in contrast to the hard-nosed treatment given to 
expert evidence offered post note of issue on summary judgment, courts in the Second Department often permit expert 
evidence at trial when such evidence is first identified almost on the eve of trial. For example, in Rowan v. Cross 
County Ski & Skate., 42 A.D.3d 563 (2d Dept. 2007), the plaintiff alleged that she had suffered injuries after her skis' 
bindings set by defendant did not release during a fall. Even though the defendant did not serve its expert disclosure 
until two weeks before trial, the Appellate Division affirmed the decision of the Supreme Court denying the plaintiff's 
motion to bar defendant's expert testimony that the failure of the bindings to release could not have caused her injury. 
Quoting 3101(d)(1)(i) and noting that the defendant's delay was not willful or intentional, the court concluded that 
disclosure "was not made on the eve of trial since the plaintiff had two weeks within which to review the material prior to 
the date when the trial was scheduled to begin. Moreover, any potential prejudice to the plaintiffs could have been 
eliminated by an adjournment of the trial." Id. at 564; see also Vega v. Lapalorcia, 281 A.D.2d 623, 624 (2d Dept. 2001) 
(Supreme Court erred in precluding the plaintiffs' expert from testifying at trial for failure to comply with 3101(d)(1)(i) 
where expert was identified when retained six weeks before trial, and a supplemental response outlining the proposed 
testimony was served).

Even when the Supreme Court finds the delay in providing expert disclosure is unreasonable, it will often issue a 
sanction less severe than absolute preclusion of expert testimony. See, e.g., Navarette v. Alexiades, 50 A.D.3d 869, 
870 (2d Dept. 2008) (where plaintiff's expert witness disclosure was submitted more than two years after the plaintiff 
served his bills of particulars and only 11 days before trial was to commence and set forth new theories of liability not 
included in the original bill of particulars, the Supreme Court correctly granted motions to preclude the plaintiff's experts 
from testifying at trial to the extent of directing the plaintiff to serve new expert responses from the same physicians 
limited to the allegations claimed in the original bill of particulars); Tamborino v. Burakoff, 224 A.D.2d 609, 610 (2d 
Dept. 1996) (assessment of $2,500 in costs of defendant's motion practice, rather than preclusion, was adequate 
sanction for identifying expert witness three days before trial).

Courts that treat the note of issue filing as an absolute cutoff for expert disclosure in the context of summary judgment 
do not exercise their discretion under 3101(d)(1)(i). Parties who try to conserve the resources of the court by presenting 
their case on summary judgment are, ironically, forced to spend the costs of retaining an expert before knowing an 
expert is necessary because the court will not exercise its discretion in determining whether disclosure was produced 
an insufficient time before the motion. A party who forgoes retaining an expert in the good-faith belief that the case will 
settle risks losing on summary judgment if settlement attempts break down. The dual benefit of summary judgment, i.e., 
"avoiding needless litigation cost and delay," Brill, 2 N.Y.3d at 651, is, thus, subverted.

Singletree disrupts the balance that the drafters of the CPLR struck between expert disclosure and summary judgment 
motions. It arose under a specific set of facts, and perhaps was appropriate under those facts, but there is no evidence 
in its few paragraphs that the Singletree court ever considered that its holding would be taken by some as a general 
rule.

Because some courts still feel themselves bound by Singletree, and it has not yet been fully disavowed, perhaps it is 
time for a court rule, formulated with the input of the bench and bar, codifying the myriad cases that, unlike Singletree, 
held that experts can be exchanged until a reasonable time before trial, with no impact on summary judgment motion 
practice.

Robert Tolchin is special counsel to The Berkman Law Office in Brooklyn. Daniel Shimko, an associate with the firm, 
assisted in the preparation of this article.

Endnotes:

1. The Commercial Division's recent Proposed New Uniform Rule of the Commercial Division Relating to Enhanced 
Expert Disclosure, http://www.nycourts.gov/rules/comments/PDF/expert-disclosure-rule-pc-packet.pdf, a new court rule 
to govern when parties must identify their expert witnesses, made it clear that the intent was not to alter the "status 
quo" with respect to tort cases. Yet in light of Singletree and now Scott, what the "status quo" is has become unclear.

2. In contrast, the Federal Rules of Civil Procedure, which demands far more detailed expert disclosure, sets a specific 
deadline for disclosure of 90 days before trial or 30 days after the adverse party's disclosure if the expert disclosure is 
intended solely to contradict or rebut that disclosure. Fed. R. Civ. P. 26(a)(2)(D).

3. Although the Browne decision does not discuss the timing of the filing of the note of issue, a Supreme Court decision 
adopting the rationale in Browne indicates that the "expert's opinion [was] submitted in opposition to a motion for 
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summary judgment, post Note." Acca v. Clemons Props., 30 Misc.3d 1205(A), 2010 N.Y. Slip Op. 52304(U), *2 (Sup. 
Ct. Richmond Co. 2010).
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